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Good MornING Asia - 8 August 2019
Asian central bank easing cycle has intensified with the Philippines BSP
joining the race today, possibly cutting rates by more than the usual
25bp.
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India
India’s RBI cuts more than consensus by 35bp
The Reserve Bank of India’s decision to cut rates by another 35
basis points today will undoubtedly worsen the Indian rupee’s
plight during…
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3 Central banks cut 110bp yesterday -
who’s next?
It's all kicking off in Central Bank space with three cuts yesterday from
the Bank of Thailand, Reserve Bank of India and the Reserve Bank of
New…

But is this actually good news?
Yesterday could hardly be described as "yet another day in the office".

We started off being surprised by the RBNZ move. I think it is fair to say that no-one saw 50bp of
easing coming. We were even thinking of chopping our rate cut call altogether - here is our longer
view. We then moved on to disappointment, that the RBI did not pause, mixed with bemusement
at the 35bp easing. I love the tweet from Lorcan Roche Kelly (see below) which offers an excellent if
tongue in cheek answer as to why this odd number.

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6825%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6825%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6829%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6829%7D
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We switched to elation later on, as the Bank of Thailand finally delivered 25bp of easing, and was
probably the only move of the day that was fully justified. I might add, it would not have upset us
to see 50bp of easing from the BoT, nothing from the RBI and only 25bp from the RBNZ - that is, if
our job was to forecast what central banks "should" do (we do stray into that territory from time to
time), not what they will do.

BSP today - 25 or 50bp?
Yesterday's CB action puts pressure on Philippine Central Bank Governor Diokno to deliver more
than the 25bp of easing priced in by markets. He has already suggested that there will be 50bp of
easing before the year-end. but that view may have lengthened after yesterday. 

The main thing that may dissuade him would be the PHP, which has been in the vanguard of EM
currencies hit by recent market turmoil kicked off by China's relinquishing of the USDCNY 7 level. So
25bp is the more likely outcome, but let's not rule anything out. See Nicholas Mapa's thoughts
following recent Philippine inflation figures. GDP data out this morning may add to the debate if
they come in on the weaker side.

Will the Fed get in on the action?
It seems that all this rate-cutting is making President Trump jealous he does not have such an
acquiescent central bank. Well, we think he does, he just needs to be a bit more patient. James
Knightley has just added another cut from the Fed to our house forecast - that's on top of the
September cut we had in before. Just for the record, they have already finished quantitative
"tightening" though the term is a horrible misnomer. No time for a rant on that today - and it's
only a few days since I last let rip on this subject too. 

I told you commodities were looking miserable
While I am peppering today's note with tweets, I might as well add one from our Head of
Commodity Strategy, Warren Patterson, who more eloquently summed up my clumsy
observations on commodities in yesterday's note with this simple tweet... 

Back to the matter in hand
This has rather taken me off track from whether any of this is good news or not. Equities have
bounced a bit overnight, though in Asia the futures markets look a bit mixed. Good, I think that for
once, this is an appropriate response. Yes the prospect of further easing does help the discounted
cash flow calculations for equity valuation purposes, but it only makes sense to rally every time a
central bank hikes if you don't change your earnings outlook, and that is the point that Warren's
commodity chart is screaming loud and clear - the global demand backdrop is clearly slowing.

As for whether it makes sense to front-run or over-deliver on monetary easing - there are many
conflicting arguments here, and the answer is partly dependent on what you think the demand
outlook really is, the prevailing very low level of interest rates and bond yields, and the absence of
much fiscal support. We could spend all day on this, which really means - it isn't obvious.

ECB?
It won't surprise anyone that we are looking for a return to incremental easing from the ECB in
September. Yesterday saw some squalid production figures from Germany that suggest GDP

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6832%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6806%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6806%7D
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growth may have now turned negative. This may not be the time for half-hearted measures. 

But with all this monetary easing going on, the principle currency pair - EURUSD, seems relatively
stable at about 1.12. If this was a tug-of-war between the ECB and Fed, they both seem fairly
evenly matched right now. Currency wars really are a zero-sum game. 

Asia today
Two other main events to watch today - both of them China-related: 

Yesterday's CNY fix at 6.9996 indicates that we should expect a 7 - something fix today.1.
That would be the first in a very long time, so watch out for the market reaction to that.
Hopefully quite modest. 
Chinese Trade data - Exports figures could look quite soft, and of course, this is pre-new2.
tariffs, so whatever we see today, might not mark the low point. 
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ASEAN Morning Bytes
Asian central bank easing cycle has intensified with the Philippines BSP
joining the race today, possibly cutting rates by more than the usual
25bp.

EM Space: Central bank easing gets up to speed

General Asia: It's all kicking off in Central Bank space with three cuts yesterday from the
Bank of Thailand, Reserve Bank of India and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Pressure
must be building on BSP Governor, Diokno, to deliver more than 25bp today, and the ECB too
after dreadful German production figures raise spectre of recession. The Fed won't be far
behind...
Thailand: The Bank of Thailand caught the markets off-guard by cutting the policy interest
rate by 25bp yesterday. The policy statement noted increased downside growth risks and
continued subdued inflation prospects in support of easing. While rate cuts will take some of
the appreciation pressure off the Thai baht, we don’t see the currency losing its luster as a
top-performing emerging market currency just yet. That said, we are revising our end-2019
USD/THB view to 31.5 from 31.0 (here is more).
Indonesia: Bank Indonesia’s new Deputy Governor Destry Damayanti indicated that central
bank easing cycle “is set to last long” as the economy is in need of stimulus to boost growth
amid darkening clouds on the global front.  Furthermore, Damayanti said that BI will be
utilizing a “mix of monetary and macroprudential policies to ensure financial stability”. 
However, given the recent currency (IDR) volatility, we expect BI to be on the sidelines and

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_6832%7D
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hold off on rate cuts until the IDR stabilizing.
Philippines:  June export growth of 1.5% YoY was in line but import decline by 10.4% was far
worse than expected, which narrowed the trade deficit to $2.5 billion from $3.3 billion in
May. The still wide trade gap will likely weigh on 2Q GDP numbers to be reported later this
morning, sustaining it below 6% for the second consecutive quarter (consensus at 5.8%). 
And with continued deceleration inflation, there is scope for the BSP to ease by more than
expected 25bp rate cut later today.       

What to look out for: China trade data

Philippines GDP (8 August)
BSP meeting (8 August)
Singapore retail sales (8 August)
China trade balance (8 August)
US wholesale inventories (8 August)
Japan GDP (9 August)
China inflation (9 August)
US producer prices (9 August)
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Snap | 7 August 2019 New Zealand

RBNZ delivers double-barrel 50bp cut
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) appears to be adopting the
"sooner is better" approach to monetary policy setting - cutting rates
50bp to…

1.0% Cash rate target
Down from 1.5%

Lower than expected

Not one of the consensus expected 50bp of easing
18 out of 21 economists surveyed by Bloomberg forecast a 25bp rate cut today. We were one of
them. The remaining three forecasters opted for no change, and there was a decent argument for
that too, following strong employment and wages figures just the day before.

There is a respected stream of economic literature about expected versus unexpected monetary
policy decisions. The latter are supposed to deliver more of a real impetus to the economy,
whereas the former deliver more of a price level adjustment. The accompanying statement to
today's decision does acknowledge the better labour market data, and even that inflation remains
within range though below the mid-point of the 1-3% target (latest 2Q inflation was 1.7%, up from
1.5% in 1Q19).  

But in keeping with concern over the state of the real economy, there are a number of somewhat
perplexing references to weak GDP - the latest release of which was for 1Q19, which is now very
dated. Either the RBNZ has some insight into the 2Q figure due on 19 September, which is possible,
but still a long way off, or they are imputing a lot of transmitted weakness from the challenging
global conditions - namely trade war. This seems a sufficient excuse to justify a 25bp rate cut
against a mixed domestic/ external backdrop, but it still doesn't deliver a very compelling case for a

https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/Publications/Monetary%20policy%20statements/2019/mpsaugust19.pdf?revision=be0696fb-8045-4d7a-8710-f83fe5c5436c
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/Publications/Monetary%20policy%20statements/2019/mpsaugust19.pdf?revision=be0696fb-8045-4d7a-8710-f83fe5c5436c
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double-barrel 50bp cut. 

Uncertainty may well weigh on New Zealand's business investment decisions in the months ahead
to deliver a weaker 2Q19 GDP result. That would merit a second 25bp rate cut then. But it is hard to
make that judgment now and raises the prospect that even today's 50bp of easing may not look
like enough later on this year. 

NZD on the receiving end of double-barrel rate blast
Not surprisingly, the NZDUSD has taken quite a blow from this policy action, dropping to
0.6423 before pulling back a little. The AUDNZD rate has spiked up to 1.0456, though if this move
from the RBNZ was supposed to front-run some of their anticipated easing, then we would expect
the RBA to pull ahead in the coming months with further cuts. They are also already at a 1.0% cash
rate. The AUD itself has been dragged lower by this action, and AUDUSD fell to 0.6720 on this news.

We will have to consider whether or not to add further easing to our RBNZ forecast, as today's
decision delivers what we had penciled in for the rest of the year. Our initial gut feeling is, that we
probably will. It also begs a re-look at the RBA forecast, where we only had one further rate cut
forecast. 
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Article | 7 August 2019 Thailand

Bank of Thailand catches markets off-
guard
Our high-conviction, low-probability call of a rate cut has paid off.
While rate cuts will take some of the appreciation pressure off the Thai
baht, we…

Source: Shutterstock

1.50% BoT policy rate
After 25 basis point cut today

Lower than expected

Our high-conviction, low probability call paid off
Contrary to the solid consensus forecast of no change, the Bank of Thailand (BoT) Monetary Policy
Committee voted five-to-two to cut the policy rate by 25 basis points to 1.50%.

We were one of only two forecasters looking for a BoT policy rate cut at today's meeting. All 27
other participants in the Bloomberg survey were looking for rates to stay on hold. The BoT’s
sustained hawkish rhetoric has solidified the consensus view even as economic growth continued
to weaken this year and inflation continued to be subdued.
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Indeed, the BoT policy statement noted increased downside growth risks and continued subdued
inflation prospects in support of today’s move. It also cited weak tourism as a factor dragging the
economy into further weakness, while elevated household debt has been weighing on private
consumption. On a positive note, the Committee sees economic potential benefiting from the
relocation of production to Thailand (amid the ongoing US-China trade war) and implementation of
public-private partnership infrastructure projects (Eastern Economic Corridor).

We see today’s move followed by a cut in the central bank’s growth and inflation forecasts for
2019, currently 3.3% and 1.0% respectively. We have recently cut our growth forecast to 2.8%
from 3.1% (read more here), but we are reviewing our 1.0% inflation forecast for a downgrade in
view of the recent dip below the BoT’s 1-4% policy target (0.9% average in the year to July).

Not a one-and-done, more rate cuts to come
We don’t think this is going to be a ‘one-and-done’ move. The easing cycle has just begun, and
today’s rate cut merely reverses a 25bp hike the BoT implemented late last year – not yet a real
stimulus for the economy given the likelihood of further economic weakness ahead.

Judging by the BoT’s routine hawkish rhetoric, it’s hard to imagine that it will set itself off on an
aggressive easing cycle. However, we don’t see any reason why the BoT can't cut rates further,
given the economy seems stuck on a low growth-low inflation path. For now, we have pencilled in
one more rate cut in the fourth quarter of the year. But there may well be more to come. 

What this means for the markets?
The authorities have been worried about rapid currency appreciation pressure with the view that
this is potentially bad for exports as well as tourism. Foreign investors have been taking the Thai
baht as a safe-haven bet given the strong backing from the large current account surplus and
record stock of foreign reserves. As recent BoT measures to stem short-term confidence-sensitive
capital inflows are proving inadequate, rate cuts should provide some additional help.

Nevertheless, we don’t see the currency losing its luster as a top-performing emerging market
currency just yet. We are only revising our end-2019 USD/THB forecast slightly higher (currently
31.0) to 31.5 (spot 30.8) as an intensified currency war could help the THB to sustain its regional
outperformance through the rest of the year.

https://www.bot.or.th/Thai/MonetaryPolicy/Documents/PressMPC_52019_81OY3WM4.pdf
https://think.ing.com/articles/thailand-downgrading-gdp-growth-forecast/?utm_campaign=July-31_good-morning-asia-31-july-2019&utm_medium=email&utm_source=emailing_bundle
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Article | 7 August 2019 India

India’s RBI cuts more than consensus by
35bp
The Reserve Bank of India’s decision to cut rates by another 35 basis
points today will undoubtedly worsen the Indian rupee’s plight
during…

Source: Shutterstock

Reserve Bank of India's new Governor Shaktikanta Das

5.40% RBI Repurchase Rate
After 35 basis point cut today

Lower than expected

Our high-conviction, low probability call fails
Exceeding the consensus expectations of a 25bp cut, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Monetary
Policy Board decided to provide even more of a boost to the economy with a 35bp cut today. And,
just as widely expected, there was no change to the banks’ cash reserve ratio, currently 4%.

We were one of the ‘only’ two odd ones out in the consensus with our call for an RBI policy pause.
Most of the 38 other participants in the Bloomberg poll forecast a 25bp rate cut, with a few even
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forecasting a 50bp cut. Our conviction for no change stemmed from the fact that the RBI had
got well ahead on the easing curve with three rate cuts (for a total of 75bp) in as many meetings
earlier this year. Moreover, we judged that prudent policy wouldn’t want to fuel inflation, which is
already slowly creeping up this year on the back of rising food prices, an excessive fiscal policy
boost during the elections, and currency weakness since last year.

Further strengthening our conviction was Governor Das’ recent remarks that the easing already
undertaken was more than the sum of the rate cuts so far, as he viewed the very shift of the RBI
policy bias from neutral to easing in the June meeting as amounting to an extra 25bp rate cut. 

Is aggressive easing required…?
The consensus view may have been helped by the shift in the RBI policy stance from ‘neutral’ to
‘accommodative’ at the last meeting in June. Likewise, recent data signaling continued weak
growth prospects could have supported a rate cut view. While these are valid factors supporting
the consensus view, we differed, as earlier policy decisions weren’t all necessarily consistent with
the RBI's prevailing stance (it’s easy to find from past statements). 

In terms of data, yes, there have been more signs of economic weakness, though we don’t see any
more downside to overall GDP growth from a five-year low of 5.8% in the final quarter of FY2019
(January-March 2019). Indeed, loose macro policies should prevent growth from weakening
further, while favourable base-effects should have begun to push growth higher from the first
quarter of FY2020 (April-June 2019) and continue to do so in the rest of the year. Furthermore, the
resiliency of the economy to current trade turmoil is also reinforced by roughly 2% export growth
in the first six months of 2019 compared with falling exports from other Asian countries this year.

On inflation, we admit that it isn't out of control just yet and that the RBI can afford few more
doses of easing in the event that growth does get worse from here on.    

… as it adds to the INR’s ongoing plight?
The emerging-market turmoil this week triggered by a spike in the USDCNY exchange rate above 7
saw the INR reasserting its status as Asia's weakest currency. And the outlook for the currency has
turned more negative still with the move by the government this week to withdraw autonomy
from the disputed state of Jammu and Kashmir  - escalating border tensions.

In the steepest depreciation among Asian currencies this week, the INR has lost 1.9% of its value
against the USD, taking the exchange rate past the 70 level last seen in late February – another of
our high-conviction, low probability forecasts, though it’s paid off, unlike our RBI policy call.

Judging from the limited negative impact on the INR from the RBI rate cut as of writing, we can
only conclude that the cut was already largely priced in. That said, the larger than expected rate
cut today may well foreshadow continued policy easing and further currency weakness ahead. As
such, we are revising our end-2019 forecast for USD/INR from 70.0 to 72.0 (spot 70.8). 
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